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ON THE RATIONALHOMOTOPY LIE ALGEBRAOF
A FIXED POINT SET OF A TORUS ACTION
CHRISTOPHER ALLDAY1 AND VOLKER PUPPE
Abstract. Let X be à simply connected topological space, and let yt(X) be its
rational homotopy Lie algebra. Suppose that a torus acts on X with fixed points,
and suppose that F is a simply connected component of the fixed point set. If
¿ft( X) is finitely presented and if F is full, then it is shown that i?»(F) is finitely
presented, and that the numbers of generators and relations in a minimal presentation of ¿ft( F) do not exceed the numbers of generators and relations (respectively)
in a minimal presentation of i?»( A'). Various other related results are given.

1. Introduction. For a simply connected space X let Ji?m(X) denote the rational
homotopy Lie algebra of X. (See [14], for example.) Thus ^„(X) = <nn+f(X) ® Q,
where Q is the field of rational numbers. Now suppose that a torus group T acts on
X with nonempty fixed point set XT, and let F be a component of XT. In [4], under

certain conditions, we proved a theorem relating the numbers of generators and
relations in a minimal presentation of y*(X) to those in a minimal presentation of
¿¡f*(F). In this paper we give a new proof of an extended version of this theorem.
The new proof has a number of advantages over the proof in [4]. For example, in [4]
we assumed that dim^i^A")
was finite, whereas here we need assume only that
¿f*(X) is finitely presented. The new proof also gives a method for computing the
numbers of generators and relations in the presentations of S£,a\X) and Sf^(F). In
addition, a crucial tool of the proof, the equivariant Milnor-Moore-Quillen spectral
sequence (see §3), may have other uses in the rational cohomology and homotopy
theory of torus group actions.
Before stating the main theorem, we need to list some conditions. The first set of
conditions (1.1) is standard; the second set (1.2) is more particular to our theorem.

1.1 Conditions. dimQH*(X; Q) < oo, and either
(A) X is compact, or
(B) X is paracompact, X has finite rational sheaf dimension (cdQ(X) < oo), and
the number of connective isotropy subgroups is finite.
The last condition in (B), which is not needed in (A), states that {7^°: x g A"} is
finite, where Tx is the identity component of the isotropy subgroup Tx at x. This
condition is, of course, redundant if T = Sx, the circle group.
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1.2 Conditions, (i) A and F are 1-connected,
(ii) X and F are agreement spaces.
That is, the natural transformation H*( ;Q)^>H*(
;Q) between rational
Alexander-Spanier cohomology and rational singular cohomology is an isomorphism
on X and F. (Spaces having the homotopy type of CW-complexes, for example, are
agreement spaces.)

(iii) F is full. (See Definition 3.2.)
Our main theorem is
1.3 Theorem.

Suppose X and F satisfy Conditions 1.1 and 1.2. Suppose further that

¿f*(X) is finitely presented (as a Lie algebra) andletL(Wx)
be a minimal presentation,

¿e*(F)

-* L(VX) -> ¿?t(X) -* 0

where L is the free graded Lie algebra functor.

is finitely presented; and if L(WF) -» L(VF) -+^(F)

presentation,

Then

-» 0 is a minimal

then

(l)dime(Ff)<dimô(^),
(2) dimQ(WF) < dimQ(Wx), and, indeed,

(3) c.i.d.(J?,(F)) < cl.d.(#.(X)),
where c.i.d.(i?,(A'))

= dimQ(Wx) - áunQ(Vx).

We also prove a result on iterated Whitehead products and degrees of nilpotency
(Theorem 4.6).
1.4 Remarks, (i) Conditions 1.2(i) and (ii) are undesirable. Some results follow
from the proof in §4 without them. If (i) does not hold, one can use pseudo-dual
rational homotopy co-Lie algebra structures. (See [2, 8 and 15], for example.) If (ii)
does not hold, one can use the Alexander-Spanier-Sullivan-de Rham theory of [3].
We shall not pursue these lines here, however.
(ii) Condition 1.2(iii) is needed. It is analogous to the cohomology condition "A* is
totally nonhomologous to zero (TNHZ)". (It is, however, independent of that
condition.) Examples 4.4 and 4.5 show that the theorem can fail if F is not full.

(iii) The condition "dime H*(X; Q) < oo" in 1.1, which implies that
dimß H*(F; Q) < oo, could be replaced by the conditions "H*(X; Q) and H*(F; Q)
have finite type."
(iv) The cohomology analogue of Theorem 1.3 is due to T. Chang ([6], but see also
[11]) for part (2), and to L. Avramov and V. Puppe (see [13]) for part (3). Very
simple elementary proofs of the cohomology theorem have been found by both
authors of this paper independently ([13], for example).
The authors wish to thank the organizers of the conference " Méthodes d'Algèbre
Homotopique en Topologie" (C.I.R.M., June 1982), J.-M. Lemaire, and J.-C. Thomas,
for their generous hospitality. It was at the C.I.R.M. that our collaboration began.
2. Remarks on equivariant rational homotopy. In this section we give a rather
technical extension of a result of [1] and [2]. As in [1] let A be a commutative
differential Z2-graded ^-algebra, where ATis a field of characteristic zero. Suppose
that A has an augmentation e: A -* K. Let m = ker(e), the augmentation ideal.
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2.1 Definition.
Let Qn k(A) = m"/m"+k, for n and k positive integers, and let
irn k(A) = H(Qn k(A)), the homology of Q„¡k(A) with respect to the differential
induced by the differential on A. (Thus, in the notation of [1], Qhl(A) = Q(A) and
iTff(A) = «(A).)

Now let U be the Zrgraded ÄT-vectorspace with basis [v,w), with deg(f) = 0,
deg(w) = 1. Let S(U) = K[v] ® A(w) be the free commutative Z2-graded AT-algebra generated by U. Suppose we are given u g A with deg(w) = 0, du = 0, and
e(u) = 1. Form A ® S(U) and extend the differential d and augmentation e by the
rules dv = 0, dw = uv — 1, e(v) = 1, e(w) = 0. Then we have the following extension of [1, Remark 3.6]. (We omit the proof, which is straightforward.)
2.2 Lemma. The inclusion A -* A ® S(U) induces a weak equivalence Q„k(A) -*
Qn k(A ® S(U)). That is, the inclusion induces an isomorphism

vnA¿)^"nAA®s(v)).
Now let T be a torus and let A' be a T-space satisfying Conditions 1.1. Let
T -> ET-> BT be the universal principal T-bundle, X -» XT -* BT the associated
A"-bundle, R = H*(BT; Q), and K = R{0),the localization of R with respect to the
multiplicative set of nonzero homogeneous elements. Let J(( X) denote the Sullivan
minimal model of X. Suppose that the fixed point set XT is nonempty, and let F be
a component of XT.
By the Grivel-Halperin-Thomas theorem (see [8], for example) J((XT) = R ®
J((X) with the differential being twisted, in general; and the inclusion F -» X
induces an Ä-linear augmentation e(F): J((XT) -+M(FT) = R ® M(F) -» R.
(Note that the differential in R ® M(F) is not twisted, since F is fixed, and so
FT= BTX F.) Let p: J((F) -> Q be the augmentation of J((F), and let p:
R ® J((F) -* R be induced by p (i.e., p = id ® ju). Thus e(F) = pcp(F), where
<p(F) is the map J((XT) —>Jt(FT), which is well defined up to homotopy.
2.3 Definition.
Let m = ker(e(F)).
Set Q{r.F.n,k)(x) = mn/m"+k, and
n<V,„,*>(*) = H(Q(TtKnky(X)). (Thus in the notation of [2], Q^FXl)(X) =
Q(T,F)(X), and U*TtFX1)(X) = U*TiF)(X).) Also let n(*,,,t)(F) = trn,k(J((F)) with
respect to j^.
The methods of [1] and [2], together with 2.2 above, imply the following proposition.

2.4 Proposition.

The homomorphism <p(F)*: UfT Fn k)(X) -» n(*r Ft„tk)(F) = R

® Tl*n k)(F), induced by <p(F), becomes an isomorphism when localized with respect
to the multiplicative set of nonzero homogeneous elements in R.

3. The equivariant Milnor-Moore-Quillen spectral sequence. Let A' be a connected
space of finite rational type (i.e., H*(X;Q) has finite type), let Ji(X) be the
minimal model of A", e: ^T(A") -» Q the augmentation, and m = ker(e) the augmentation ideal. Then the filtration J((X) Dw2w2d
••• d m" o m"+1 2 •••
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gives rise to a spectral sequence E(X)*-* => H*(X;Q). According to Felix and
Halperin [7], if X is simply connected, then, for r > 2, this spectral sequence is dual
to the Milnor-Moore spectral sequence E( A")J,„ => Hm(X; Q) in which E(X)\ „, =
Tor^»(Ô,g),
where ß = //+(i2A;ß) [10, Théorème 2.2]. Equally, according to
Tanré [16], if X is simply connected, then, for r > 1, E(X)*-* is dual to the Quillen
spectral sequence [14, 6.9]. To see that the Quillen and Milnor-Moore spectral
sequences coincide from the £2-term on, one need only observe that Quillen uses a
Koszul complex construction, whereas Moore uses the bar and cobar constructions.
(This comparison was made in [5].)
Now, for a torus T, suppose that A" is a simply connected T-space satisfying
Conditions 1.1 and 1.2. As in §2 suppose that XT J= 0, let F be a component of

XT, and let <p(F): J((XT) -* J((FT) and e(F): J((XT) -* R be the induced map
and augmentation, respectively. Let m = ker(e(F)). Then the filtration J((XT) 2 m
2 m2 2 • • • 3m"2
mn+x 2 • • • gives rise to a spectral sequence E(T, F; X)r =>
Hf(X;Q).
We shall call this spectral sequence the equivariant Milnor-Moore-

Quillen spectral sequence (EMMQSS) of (T, F; X).
<p(F) induces a homomorphism of spectral sequences

<p(F)**: E(T, F; X)*/* -+ E(T, F; F)*'* = R® E(F)**.
For each p > 0, E(T, F; X)?-* is an Ä-module; and with the notation of §2,
E(T,F;X)P'*

= Q(T,F^l)(X)

and

E(T,F;

X)py* = l\*TFpl)(X).

Thus 2.4 implies the following proposition.
3.1 Proposition.

For r ^ 1, <¡p(F)** becomes an isomorphism when localized with

respect to the multiplicative

set of nonzero homogeneous

elements in R.

The following definition of fullness can be shown to be equivalent to that given in
[2], where F is said to be full if n(*r F)( X) is a free Ä-module.

3.2 Definition.

F is said to be full in X (or n J-full in A'), if the differential on

ô(T,F)(A')iszero.

There are various alternative ways to characterize fullness. The inclusion of the

fiber j: X -» XT induces a homomorphism j*: T1*TF)(X) -* IIJ(A'); and, in
general, F is full if and only if /* is surjective. If X is 1-connected and of finite
type, then it can be shown that F is full if and only if ßA is totally nonhomogeneous to zero (with respect to rational (co-)homology) in the fibration ßA'^ (QX)T
-» BT, where SIX is defined using a basepoint in F, and T acts on ßA" in the
obvious way. And, under Conditions 1.2(i) and (ii), if dimßw#(X) ® Q < oo, then F

is full if and only if dimQir+(F) ® Q = dimß7r+(A') ® Q (by [2, Proposition 3.2]).
Thus, if F is full, then E(T, F; A")f•* = E(T, F; X)%-*.We conclude this section
by making note of the following. Suppose that X is simply connected. Let Jif+(X)
be the rational homotopy Lie algebra of X. Suppose that jS?*(A') is finitely
presented, and let L(WX) -* L(VX) ->i?*(A) ->0bea
minimal presentation. Let
í/=í/^(Ar)
be the universal enveloping algebra of Ji?+(X). So U = ß =
//»(ßA"; Q). (See [14, §5, for example].) Hence, from Lemaire [9, Chapitre 1], we
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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have

dime(Kr) = dimeToriyô,Ô)

= dime £(*)?.,

dimq(Wx) = dimeTor2%(ß,ß)

= dimß£(A)^.

and

4. Proof of Theorem 1.3 and further results. Before beginning the proof of
Theorem 1.3 we note that Conditions 1.1 imply that there is a subcircle Sx c T such
that Xs1 = XT. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that T = Sx, and
hence that R = H*(BT; Q) = Q[t], the polynomial ring on a single generator / of
degree 2. Let //, = E(T, F; X)'2*, and let Qa for a G g indicate Q made into an
Ä-module via the map R -» Q given by / -» a. We shall prove the following
refinements of Theorem 1.3:

(1) dime(>V) - dim0(KF) = dimQTor«(H2,Q0),
(2) dimQ(Wx) - dimQ(WF) = dimeTor*(//2, Q0) + dimQTorxR(H3,Q0), and,
hence
(3) c.i.d.(^( A"))- c.i.d.(<?,(F)) = dimçTorft/^, Q0).
The following simple lemma will be useful.
4.1 Lemma. Let M be a nonnegatively graded R-module. Let Ma = Qa ®R M, and
súpose that dimß M0 < oo. Then M is finitely generated, and, for a # 0,

dimQ(MQ) = dimQ(Ma) + dimQTorxR(M,Q0).
Proof. Since M0 = M/tM and M is nonnegatively graded, it follows that M is
finitely generated. Let 0-*N-*L-*M-*0
be a minimal presentation. Since
a =*0 implies that the functor Qa ®Ä is exact on graded Ä-modules, we have exact
sequences

0 -+ Tor«(M, Ôo) -» Ar0-» L0 -» Jt/0 -» 0

and
0 - Na - La - Ma -* 0.

The result follows since L and TVare free.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let C = E(T,F; X){-* = mp/mp+x, where m =
ker(e(F)). Thus C* is a complex of free Ä-modules with differential the dx

differential of the EMMQSS.
Now for any complex of free Ä-modules C*, we have a universal coefficients

theorem
0 - //'(C*)0

-+ //'(C0*) ^ Tor*(//'+1(C*),ô0)

-» 0,

where C0* = g0 ®Ä C*, as above.
In our case, however, CP = (mp/mp+x)0 = E(X)PX'*, by the Grivel-HalperinThomas theorem. Let xx = dim^F^)
and x2 = dimQ(Wx). Thus jc, =
dime H'(C^) for z = 1,2, by the remarks at the end of §3 and the Felix-Halperin-

Tanré duality.
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So
x, < oo => dimß//'(C*)0

< oo

=> dimQH'(C*)x<

=» dimQE(F)2*

oo by 4.1

< oo by 3.1,

and the fact that dimß(ö1 ®Ä M) = dimR (R(0) ®R M) for any finitely generated

Ä-module M. Thus S£^(F) is finitely presented by Lemaire [9,1.1.11].
Now let /, = dimô(FF) and f2 = dim^W^). Then
/, = dime£(F)2*

= dime//'(C*)1

= dimQH'(C*)0

- dimQTorxR(H'(C*),Q0)

= dime//'(C0*)

- dimQTorxR(H- + x(C*),Q0)

- dimßTor*(//'(C*),ß0),

by 4.1 and the universal coefficients theorem.
Since R = Q[t] is a principal ideal domain, and since d: C° = R -* Cx is zero,
HX(C*) is a free Ä-module; and so Torf(Hx(C*),Q0) = 0. Thus the proof is

finished.
4.2 Remark. Since Z2-grading is preserved in the proof of 1.3, the statement can
be refined into separate statements about generators, relations, and c.i.d. of even
degree and odd degree.
Next we give a simple corollary, and then two examples to show that the fullness
condition on F is needed in Theorem 1.3.

4.3 Corollary.

If X and F satisfy Conditions 1.1 and 1.2, and ifJ?m(X) is a free

Lie algebra on n0 generators of even degree and nx generators of odd degree, then
áCm(F) is also a free Lie algebra on n0 generators of even degree and n, generators of

odd degree.
Proof. With the notation of the proof of 1.3, we have x2 = 0. Hence /2 = 0 and
dim0Tor1*(//2(C*),ô0)
= 0. So ¿e*(F) is free, and /, = xv
4.4 Example. Let R = Q[t], deg(z) = 2. Consider the homomorphism of .R-algebras <p: R[XX, X2, X3]/I -> R[ux, u2]/J, where / is the ideal (X\ - t2X3, XXX3,Xx4
- X2), J = (u2u2, u4 - u\), degiA-O = 4, deg(A2) = 6, deg( A3) = 8, deg(Ml) =
deg(w2) = 2, and <pis given by <p(Xf) = i«2, q>(X2) = t2ux, and <p(X3) = t2u\.
By [12], <p may be formally realized as the map //*(A; Q) -* Hf(F; Q) for some
T = S ^action on a space X with connected fixed point set F. F, however, is not
full; and, calculating by the methods above, we find that jc, = 3, x2 = 4,

c.i.d.(^»( A)) = 1, ff = 4, f2 = 8, and c.i.d.(i?*(F)) = 4. Thus parts (l)-(3) of
Theorem 1.3 are violated.
4.5 Example. Let Z be a finite 1-connected CW-complex such that ¿f+(Z) is
either not finitely generated or finitely generated but not finitely presented. (See [9,
§3.3] for a construction of such spaces.) Let X = E2Z, the double suspension of Z.
Then £Cm(X) = L(H^(2Z;Q))
by the Bott-Samelson theorem. Now there is an
action of T = Sx on X with XT = Z. Thus the part of Theorem 1.3 concerning the
inheritance of finite presentations can fail if F is not full.
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We conclude with a result on iterated rational Whitehead products and degrees of
nilpotency. Let L be a Lie algebra (rational and positively graded in our case) and
let ß: L ® L -» L denote the bracket: That is ß(x ® y) = [x, y]. Then the iterated
bracket map of length q may be defined inductively as

ß(q) = ß(l ® ß(q - 1)): <g>«L= L ® ®«-xL -^ L® L^

L,

where ß(2) = ß. Dually, for a co-Lie algebra a? with cobracket V: <£?->^® ¿?,

V(q) = (I ® V(q - l))v:

JS?->if ® if-> if ® «C^i^

(g^if,

where V(2) = V. Let CL denote the image of ß(q), the ideal of iterated brackets
of length q. Then the quotient L/CqL = cokerß(q) corresponds under duality to

kerv(<?).
4.6 Theorem. Let a torus T act on a space X with nonempty fixed point set, and let
F be a component of the fixed point set. Suppose that X and F satisfy Conditions (1.1)

and (1.2). //, for some q > 2, dimQä'lf(X)/CqSe)f(X)

dimQ^(F)/C^(F)

< oo, then

< oo,

and

dimQX,(F)/CXt(F)
In particular,

z/dimßif*(

< dimQJ?*(X)/CJ?*(X).

X) < oo, then

dimQC^(F)

> dimQC^(X).

(Thus degree of nilpotency of £C^(F) > degree of nilpotency o/if*( A").)

Proof. As before, we may assume that T = Sx. Since F is full, using the notation
above (e.g., m = kere(F)), by [2, §5] we have an R-co-lÀe algebra structure v:
m/m2 -* m/m2 ® m/m2, which, when evaluated at t = 0 and t = 1, yields the
co-Lie-algebra structures on m(X)/m(X)2
and m(F)/m(F)2,
respectively, which
are dual to the Lie algebra structures on =5?*(A) and £C^(F), respectively. (Strictly
speaking,

m/m2,

m(X)/m(X)2,

and m(F)/m(F)2

need to have their degrees

lowered by one when they are to be regarded as co-Lie-algebras.) We may form the
iterate V(q) as above, and the result follows because dimeker(v(^f) ®Ä ßi) =
dim^(kervíí?)),,
by exactness of ®RQf, dime(kerv(^))1
= dime(kerv(^))0,
since
m/m2 is a free Ä-module, and dimß(kerv(<7))0 < dimßker(v(i)
®R Q0), since
®qm/m2 is a free Ä-module. The last statement follows since fullness implies that

dimQJ?*(F) = dimQJ?*(X).
4.7 Remarks, (i) Again we may refine the statements of Theorem 4.6 into separate
statements about elements of even degree and elements of odd degree.
(ii) If we assume only Conditions 1.1 and that X is TNHZ, then 4.6 has a
cohomology analogue concerning products of length q or more and cup length. This
follows from 4.1 applied to iterates of the cup product map

p: Hï(X,xy,Q)®Hï(X,xyQ)-^Hï(X,xyQ),
where xQ is basepoint in F. It follows that

dimQH*(F;Q)/[H*(F;Q)\q

< dimQH*(X;Q)/[H*(X;Q)]q
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for q > 0. Hence if XT = F is connected, n0(F) > n0(X), where n0 is the rational

cup length: That is n0(X) = max{q: [H*(X; Q)]" * 0} (cf. [7, §9]). There is an
example due to Tomter [17] where X = S4 X S2n and F = CP3; n0(F) > n0(X) in
this example.
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